Range of Motion Exercises for Infants with Obstetric Brachial Plexus Palsy
Range of motion exercises should be performed slowly and held at the end
of range for at least 10 seconds. The exercises should be done at least 3
times a day with each exercise being repeated three times unless otherwise
directed by your therapist. There will be many more opportunities to do these
stretching exercises such as during baths and times when your baby is being
nursed, held or changed.

Wrist and Finger Exercises

Shoulder Exercises

A Hold your baby’s wrist in one hand,
and their hand in your other hand.
Gently bend their wrist backwards
and hold, then straighten their fingers
and hold.
A. Gently grasp your baby’s forearm and hold their shoulder blade down firmly
with the palm of your hand. Then raise their arm slowly up over their head
keeping the arm close to the ear and hold.

B This exercise resembles a ‘high five’. Raise your baby’s shoulder out half
way and bend the elbow to 90°. Maintaining this position, rotate the baby’s
arm back so that the hand is in the ‘high five’ position.

C. Bend both your baby’s elbows to 90° and keep elbows tucked into the side
of your baby’s body. Turn the forearms out to the side and down towards the
surface and hold. This is probably the most important exercise.

Elbow Exercises

A Keep your baby’s palm turned up, hold above and below the elbow, gently but firmly straighten your baby’s elbow and hold. Then bend your baby’s
elbow and hold.

B Use the same wrist position as
above and straighten their thumb and
hold.

Activity Exercises
Side lying
Place your baby on their side with
their affected arm highest. Place a
large rolled up towel snugly at the
child’s back and another at their front.
Put toys in front of them to encourage
activity of the uppermost affected
arm. This position makes reaching
easier because your baby does not
have to lift their arm against gravity.
Lying on their back
Place your baby on the floor and then suspend
or hold a toy above them. Encourage them to
reach upwards particularly with the affected
arm. Your baby must be able to reach the
toy and you may need to gently hold back the
unaffected arm at times. This encourages
reaching skills.

Lying on their tummy
Place your baby on the floor on
their tummy with their arms forward.
Encourage them to lean on the affected
arm and reach for a toy with the opposite
arm. Then reverse the exercise so
they are reaching for the toy with their
affected arm. This allows practise of both
supporting and reaching with the affected arm. If your baby’s arm is very floppy
a small towel/roll may be used under their chest to help support their weight.
Sitting
When sitting for short periods in an
inclined position, e.g. a car seat, if your
baby’s arm falls backwards you will need
to support the arm with a small blanket or
towel. In sitting place your hands on your
baby’s arm or elbows and assist them in a
two handed activity such as reaching for
a toy or clapping. This encourages coordination between the unaffected and the
affected arms.
As sitting improves and your baby starts to sit without support, it is important to
encourage them to support themselves using their arms as much as possible.
It is likely that they will find this difficult and you may need to help them do this.

Activities
In the above positions you can encourage your baby to:

B Keep your baby’s elbow bent at 90° with their upper arm against the body.
Start with your baby’s palm turned down, then turn your baby’s forearm up until
the palm is facing upwards and hold. Then, turn your baby’s forearm until the
palm is facing down and hold.

• explore and grasp textured baby toys;
• explore their own hair, face, body, legs and feet - assisting their arm
movements if they are unable to do it themselves;
• reach out to ‘bat’ toy - helping your baby reach out as necessary;
• put two hands together - this can be on the breast or on the bottle when
feeding;
• hold small rattles and toys - initially you will need to place these in your
baby’s hands.

